In classical information theory, the information bottleneck method (IBM) can be regarded as a method of lossy data compression which focuses on preserving meaningful (or relevant) information. As such it has of late gained a lot of attention, primarily for its applications in machine learning and neural networks. A quantum analogue of the IBM has recently been defined, and an attempt at providing an operational interpretation of the so-called quantum IB function as an optimal rate of an information-theoretic task, has recently been made by Salek et al. The interpretation given by these authors, however, rests on their conjecture that the quantum IB function is convex. Our first contribution is the proof of this conjecture.
Abstract-In classical information theory, the information bottleneck method (IBM) can be regarded as a method of lossy data compression which focuses on preserving meaningful (or relevant) information. As such it has of late gained a lot of attention, primarily for its applications in machine learning and neural networks. A quantum analogue of the IBM has recently been defined, and an attempt at providing an operational interpretation of the so-called quantum IB function as an optimal rate of an information-theoretic task, has recently been made by Salek et al. The interpretation given by these authors, however, rests on their conjecture that the quantum IB function is convex. Our first contribution is the proof of this conjecture.
Secondly, the expression for the rate function involves certain entropic quantities which occur explicitly in the very definition of the underlying information-theoretic task, thus making the latter somewhat contrived. We overcome this drawback by pointing out an alternative operational interpretation of it as the optimal rate of a bona fide information-theoretic task, namely that of quantum source coding with quantum side information at the decoder, which has recently been solved by Hsieh and Watanabe. We show that the quantum IB function characterizes the rate region of this task.
We similarly show that the related privacy funnel function is concave (both in the classical and quantum case). However, we comment that it is unlikely that the quantum privacy funnel function can characterize the optimal asymptotic rate of an information theoretic task, since even its classical version lacks a certain essential additivity property.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a given pair of random variables (X, Y ) with joint probability distribution p XY . In this paper, all random variables are considered to be discrete, taking values x, y in finite alphabets X and Y, respectively. Tishby et al. [1] introduced the notion of the meaningful or relevant information that X provides about Y . They formalized this notion as a constrained optimization problem of finding the optimal compression of X (to a random variable W , say) which still retains maximum information about Y . The authors of [1] named this problem Information Bottleneck since W can be viewed as the result of squeezing the information that X provides about Y through a "bottleneck". The information bottleneck can be regarded as a problem of lossy data compression for a source defined by the random variable X, in presence of side information given by Y . The standard theory of lossy data compression introduced by Shannon [2] is rate distortion theory, which deals with the trade-off between the rate of lossy compression and the average distortion of the distorted signal (see also [3] , [4] ). The Information Bottleneck Method (IBM) can be considered as a generalization of this theory, in which the distortion measure between X and W is determined by the joint distribution p XY . This method has found numerous applications, e.g. in investigating deep neural networks [5] , [6] , video processing [7] , clustering [8] and polar coding [9] .
The constraint in the above-mentioned optimization problem, is given as a lower bound, say I Y , on the mutual information,
, since the latter is a measure of the information about Y contained in W . Here H(Y ) denotes the Shannon entropy of Y , i.e. if Y has a probability mass function {p(y)} y∈Y , where Y is a finite alphabet, then H(Y ) = − ∑ y∈Y p(y) log p(y). The rate function of the IBM, the so-called IB function, is a function of this bound and is given by
where X ′ = X, and the minimization is over the set of conditional probabilities {p(w x)}, with w denoting values taken by the random variable W . A dual quantity, which gives an expression for the information I Y as a function of the rate R, is given by
It was shown in [10, Lemma 10] that the optimization problems in (1) and (2) are indeed dual to each other, meaning that R(I Y ) and I Y (R) are equivalent quantities, in the sense that they define the same curve with switched axes for 0 ≤ I Y ≤ I(W ; Y ) and 0 ≤ R ≤ R(I(W ; Y )). In other words, R and I Y are functions inverse to each other. As a matter of fact, in [11] , the following closely related optimization problem was investigated:
where H(Y W ) ∶= H(Y W )−H(W ) is the conditional entropy.
It was furthermore shown that F (a) is always convex. It can easily be seen that I Y (a) = H(Y ) − F (H(X) − a); it follows that I Y (R) is concave and R(I Y ) is convex.
Operational interpretation of the classical IB function
An operational interpretation of the IB function is obtained by considering the functionF (a) = H(Y ) − I Y (a). More precisely, its interpretation follows from that ofF (a) via the so-called Wyner-Ahlswede-Körner (WAK) problem [12] , [13] . The setting considered for the WAK problem is that of source coding with side information at the decoder. In this paper we will be concerned with a generalization of this task to the quantum setting, so let us review the WAK problem briefly. The WAK problem concerns encoding information about one random variable such that it can be reconstructed using information about another (correlated) random variable. Let X and Y be two correlated random variables. One encodes X and Y separately, at rates R 0 and R 1 , respectively. Both encodings are available to the decoder. A pair of rates (R 0 , R 1 ) is called achievable if it allows for exact reconstruction of Y in the asymptotic i.i.d. setting. Since we do not aim to recover X, its encoding is considered as side information at the decoder provided by a helper. It was found independently in [12] and [13] that the minimal achievable rate R 1 under the constraint R 0 ≤ a is given byF (a).
II. QUANTUM INFORMATION BOTTLENECK
A quantum generalization of the information bottleneck was first proposed by Grimsmo and Still [14] . They considered the following problem: let ρ X denote the state of a quantum system X, and let ψ XR denote its purification. The purifying reference system, R, is sent through a quantum channel, i.e. a linear completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP) map R ∶ R → Y . It is only the information in Y which is deemed important or relevant. The aim is to find an optimal encoding (i.e. compression) N ∶ X → M of X into a quantum "memory" system M , which enables the retention of as much information about Y as possible, without storing any unnecessary data. They quantified the information encoded about the initial data via the quantum mutual information I(M ; R), and the information available in M about Y by the quantum mutual information I(M ; Y ). The optimal encoding is then the solution over an optimization problem in which I(M ; Y ) is maximized over all possible channels, such that I(M ; R) is below a given threshold.
Formally, for a given bipartite quantum state ρ XY , the quantum IB function, is defined through the following constrained optimization problem:
where the optimization is over all linear CPTP maps N X→W mapping states of X to states of W , under the given constraint.
However, the operational significance of this task remained unclear. Later, Salek et al. [15] attempted to give an operational interpretation to the quantum IB function. They showed that it is the optimal asymptotic rate of a certain informationtheoretic task, under the assumption that the quantum IB function is convex. The task that they considered was the following constrained version of entanglement-assisted lossy data compression, in the communication paradigm, with a suitable choice of distortion measure. The state (ρ X ) to be compressed is in the possession of the sender (say, Alice), and is the reduced state of a bipartite state ρ XY . Alice does not have access to the system Y . There is a noiseless classical channel between her and the receiver (say, Bob). Alice and Bob also have prior shared entanglement. The relevant information that the state of the quantum system X provides about that of Y is quantified by the quantum mutual information I(X; Y ) ρ . Alice compresses ρ X and sends it through the noiseless classical channel to Bob, who then decompresses the data. Alice and Bob each use their share of entanglement in their respective compression and decompression tasks. The aim of the task is to find the optimal rate (in bits) of data compression under the constraint that the relevant information does not drop below a certain pre-assigned threshold.
We will complete Salek et al.'s work by showing in the following section that the quantum IB function is indeed convex, as they had conjectured.
At the same time, one might argue that the informationtheoretic task considered is somewhat contrived, since it includes a constraint on an entropic function, namely a quantum mutual information, in its definition. Usually, the definition of an information-theoretic task is entirely operational, and the entropic quantities characterizing the optimal rates arise solely as a result of the computation. We will address this criticism by providing such an interpretation in section IV.
III. CONVEXITY OF THE QIB FUNCTION
Our first result is the proof of the convexity of the quantum IB function, as conjectured in [15] . To do so, we start with the observation that the quantity R q (a) of Eq. (4) can be expressed equivalently as follows:
To see why, let ψ XY R be a purification of ρ XY . Since it is also a purification of ρ X , there must exist an isometry V ∶ X ′ → Y R such that
Then, defining σ W Y R ∶= (N X→W ⊗id Y R )ψ XY R , by the invariance of the mutual information under isometries, and the fact thatτ W ∶= Tr X ′τ X ′ W = σ W , withτ X ′ W defined as in Eq. (4), we have
The representation Eq. (5) has the benefit of referring to information quantities of the same tripartite state (rather than two different ones), both in the objective function and the optimization constraint.
Theorem 1: The quantum IB function R q (a) defined through Eq. (4), is convex, i.e.
for all λ ∈ [0, 1] and a 0 , a 1 ≥ 0.
Proof. Let N X→W 0 and N X→W 1 be the optimizing channels in Eq. (5) for a 0 and a 1 respectively, such that I(Y ; W ) σ0 ≥ a 0 and I(Y ; W ) σ1 ≥ a 1 , where for i = 0, 1,
Hence R q (a i ) = I(Y R; W ) σi for i = 0, 1. Next consider the flagged channel N X→W W ′ , with a qubit W ′ , defined as follows: for λ ∈ [0, 1], let
Then
Therefore,
concluding the proof. ∎ This not only serves to complete the proof of the operational interpretation of the quantum IB function given in [15] , but is also of independent interest.
IV. OPERATIONAL INTERPRETATION We now show that the quantum IB function precisely characterizes the achievable rate region of a bona fide information theoretic task, namely, that of quantum source coding with quantum side information at the decoder [16] , described below and summarized in Theorem 2.
The task: quantum Wyner-Ahlswede-Körner problem
Let us start by giving an explicit description of the task, which is a quantum version of the WAK problem, following the work of Hsieh and Watanabe [16] . It involves three parties Bob -the sender (or encoder), Charlie -the receiver (or decoder), and Alice -the helper. In contrast to the classical setting, one furthermore allows for prior shared entanglement between the helper and the decoder.
Suppose a source provides Alice (the helper) and Bob (the encoder) with the X and Y parts of a quantum state ψ X n Y n R n = (ψ XY R ) ⊗n , respectively, with R denoting an inaccessible, purifying reference system. Suppose, moreover, that Alice shares entanglement, given by the state Φ T X T C with a third party, Charlie (the decoder), to whom she can send qubits via a system C, at a rate Q X = 1 n log C . Bob, on the other hand, can send qubits to Charlie, via a systemC, at a rate Q Y = 1 n log C . Collaborating together, Charlie's task is to decode C, T C andC to a high-fidelity approximation of CT C Y n in the asymptotic limit (n → ∞). The encoding maps used by Alice and Bob, and the decoding map used by Charlie, are all linear CPTP maps. In Fig. 2 , we show a circuit diagram of the most general protocol. Alice's encoding map E X ∶ X n T X → C has a Stinespring isometry U X ∶ X n T X → CE. Similarly, Bob's encoding map E Y ∶ Y n →C has a Stinespring isometry U Y ∶ Y n →CẼ. Finally, we denote Charlie's decoding map as D ∶ CT CC →ĈT CŶ n ; see Figure 2 . The objective is to ensure that the fidelity of the protocol satisfies F n ∶= Tr σ R n ECT C Y n ω R n EĈT CŶ n → 1 as n → ∞, (14) where
is the overall pure state after Alice's encoding isometry, and
which corresponds to TrẼ ω R n EẼĈT CŶ n , with ω R n EẼĈT CŶ n the state on the right in Figure 2 . If there are encodings and decodings as above, for which Eq. (14) holds, i.e. the error incurred vanishes in the asymptotic limit, then we say that the corresponding rate pair (Q X , Q Y ) is achievable.
Observe that by definition and by the time sharing principle, the set of achievable rate pairs for a given source is closed, convex and extends to the above right of the Q X − Q Y plane; see Fig. 3 . Consequently, the achievable region in the plane is entirely described by its left-lower boundary, the graph of a convex and monotonically non-increasing function. 
where U N is the Stinespring isometry of N X→W and σ W V Y R ∶= (U N ⊗id Y R )ψ XY R In other words, the rate pair
where I q Y (R q ) is the inverse of R q (I q Y ). ∎ The proof of the achievability part of the theorem is illustrated in Fig. 4 . It employs the following two basic protocols as building blocks: the Quantum Reverse Shannon Theorem (QRST) [17] , [18] , aka state splitting, and Fully quantum Slepian-Wolf (FQSW) [18] , aka coherent state merging.
V. PRIVACY FUNNEL
We can also define a quantum generalization of the socalled privacy funnel function, which is closely related to the information bottleneck function. The concept of privacy funnel was first introduced in [19] , where the (classical) privacy funnel function is defined as
As for the IB function, we can also give a dual function: The underlying motivation can be described as follows: Consider a party who is in possession of two correlated sets of data, some public data, X, which he is willing to disclose, and some private data, Y , which she would like to keep confidential. A second party (usually called an analyst), is granted access to all or parts of the public data, and could exploit the correlations between X and Y to infer information about the private data. The aim of the privacy funnel optimization is to minimize the private information leaked, while providing a sufficient amount of public information for the analyst to use.
In analogy to the information bottleneck, we can give a quantum version of the privacy funnel by considering the following quantity, cf. Eq. (5):
which again can be equivalently expressed in its dual form
Proposition 3: The classical and quantum privacy funnel functions, G(t) and G q (t), defined through Eqs. (19) and (21) are convex, i.e. for all λ ∈ [0, 1] and t 0 , t 1 ≥ 0,
Proof. The classical case was previously proven in [20] . The proof of the quantum version follows immediately from the same approach as that of Theorem 1. ∎ It would be interesting to find an operational interpretation of G(t) or G q (t). Here, we will not attempt that, but only point out that it probably will not work along similar lines as we have seen for the information bottleneck function, i.e. as rates in an asymptotic i.i.d. setting. Indeed, in [20] it is shown that the classical privacy funnel function is convex and obeys the piecewise linear lower bound
which is 0 up for t between 0 and H(X Y ), and linear with slope 1 for t in the interval from H(X Y ) to H(X). It is also shown that G(t) in general is different from this lower bound, namely even in the neighborhood of t = 0 it is typically positive, because in [20] it is shown that the derivative at t = 0 is typically positive. However, this is not the case for the privacy funnel function G (n) (t) of X n Y n , as n → ∞.
Indeed, we claim that
Proof. Note first that also G (∞) (t) is convex, and that the lower bound from [20] still applies,
Hence, to show equality, it will be enough to prove that G (∞) (H(X Y )) = 0. This follows from privacy amplification by random hashing [21] of X n with the eavesdropper's information Y n : It is possible to extract W as a deterministic function of X n , taking values in {0, 1} nR , such that R converges to H(X Y ), and at the same time I(W ; Y n ) goes to 0. ∎ Since information theoretic interpretations tend to address this i.i.d. limit, it seems unlikely that G(t), rather than G (∞) (t), can be interpreted in this vein. By analogy, we suspect that G q (t) has the same issues of non-additivity, but leave a thorough discussion of it to another occasion.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the convexity of the quantum IB function, completing the proof of an operational interpretation for it proposed in [15] . Furthermore we provided a different interpretation coming from source coding with side information at the decoder, via prior work by Hsieh and Watanabe [16] . Along the way we gave an alternative formulation of the quantum IB function that might be useful for its further investigation. In the full version (arXiv[quant-ph]:1810.03644), we also present several numerical case studies.
Nevertheless, many open problems remain. These include the question whether entanglement is at all necessary in the source coding task, or if one can remove the requirement of exponentially limited amount of entanglement in the converse.
Some other questions are motivated by the properties we know of the classical IB function. For example, classically it is an easy consequence of Caratheodory's theorem that the output dimension of the channel that we optimize over can be restricted to W ≤ X + 2, where X is the dimension of the input system [10] . Finding an analogue of this for the quantum case would be extremely useful for the evaluation of the quantum IB function and for its practical application. Furthermore, considering the variety of applications of the classical IB function it would be interesting to see which of them translate to the quantum setting. Finally, the classical IB function is closely related to entropic bounds on information combining [22] , and our results might help to better understand their quantum generalization [23] .
